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ABSTRACT
With n servers that independently fail with probability ofp < 0.5,
it is well known that the majority quorum system achieves the best
availability among all quorum systems. However, even this opti-
mal construction requires(n + 1)/2 functioning servers out ofn.
Furthermore, the number of probes needed to acquire a quorum is
also lower bounded by(n+ 1)/2.

Motivated by the need for a highly available and low probe com-
plexity quorum system in the Internet, this paper proposessigned
quorum systems(SQS) that can be available as long as anyO(1)
servers are available, and simultaneously haveO(1) probe com-
plexity. SQS provides probabilistic intersection guarantees and ex-
ploits the property ofindependent mismatchesin today’s Internet.
Such key property has been validated previously under multiple
Internet measurement traces. This paper then extensively studies
the availability, probe complexity, and load of SQS, derives lower
bounds for all three metrics, and constructs matching upper bounds.
We show that in addition to the qualitatively superior availability
and probe complexity, SQS also decouples availability from load
and probe complexity, so that optimal availability can be achieved
under most probe complexity and load values.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Sys-
tems –distributed applications

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
Quorum Systems, Availability, Probe Complexity, Load, Tradeoff

1. INTRODUCTION
Quorum systems are well known techniques to achieve mutual

exclusion, preserve consistency on replicated data, improve avail-
ability, and share load. Aquorum systemis a set ofquorums, each
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of which itself is a subset ofserversfrom a universe of servers. It
is guaranteed that any two quorums intersect. To perform an action
potentially conflicting with other actions, aclient coordinates the
action with a quorum. Availability is improved because the sys-
tem is available whenever a single quorum is available, while per-
server load is reduced because a client no longer needs to contact
all servers.

For traditional quorum systems, it is known [2] that when servers
fail independently (in fail-stop fashion) with probability ofp < 0.5,
the majority quorum system [15] (where a quorum is any majority
subset of all servers) achieves the best availability. However, even
in this optimal quorum system, the system needs to have(n+1)/2
functioning servers to be available. Furthermore, the number of
messages (probes) needed for a client to acquire a quorum is also
lower bounded by(n + 1)/2. By guaranteeing intersection only
with high probability, probabilistic quorum systems (PQS) [9] over-
come such fundamental limitation on availability and probe com-
plexity. However, the PQS construction in [9] still needsθ(

√
n)

functioning servers and similar probe complexity.
Traditional quorum systems also have fundamental tradeoffs [11]

among availability, probe complexity and load (the probability of
accessing the busiest server):

1− Availability ≥ pn×Load (1)

1− Availability ≥ pProbe Complexity (2)

Load ≥ 1/Probe Complexity (3)

Such fundamental tradeoffs prevent us from obtaining the best of
multiple measures simultaneously.

This paper is motivated by the need for a highly-available and
low probe complexity quorum system in the Internet. For dis-
tributed systems in the wide-area environment, management is typ-
ically decentralized and nodes are less well maintained, resulting
in largerp values. Yet it is still important to achieve good avail-
ability with a small number of servers. The cost of wide-area com-
munication in the Internet is also much more expensive than local
processing, making it crucial to bound probe complexity.

1.1 Our Results
To qualitatively improve the availability and probe complexity

of previous quorum techniques, this paper proposessigned quorum
systems(SQS) that can be available as long as anyO(1) servers are
available, and simultaneously haveO(1) probe complexity. Fur-
thermore, SQS breaks the tradeoff between availability and
load/probe complexity (Inequality 1 and 2) – optimal availability
can now be achieved under most load and probe complexity val-
ues.

In signed quorum systems, a quorum may contain negative ele-
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Figure 1: Sample results from [17] to validate the assumption
of independent mismatches. Both curves are near-linear, indi-
cating independence mismatches.

ments. For example, over a three server universe{1, 2, 3}, a signed
quorum system can be{{−1, 3}, {1,−2,−3}}. In the quorum of
{−1, 3}, the element “3” is interpreted same as before. Namely,
the client needs to obtain a reply from server3. The element “−1”
means that the client believes that server1 has failed, according
to some inaccurate failure detection mechanism. Since failure de-
tection can be inaccurate, it is possible that another client can still
obtain a reply from server1. Such an event is called amismatch.

Following the arguments of PQS, SQS also provides probabilis-
tic guarantee on intersection. However, SQS does not achieve such
guarantee via an explicit access strategy [9]. Rather, SQS is de-
signed for servers randomly distributed across the Internet, and we
make a key assumption∗ on the independence of mismatcheson
different servers. If mismatches happen independently for differ-
ent servers with probability ofε, then the probability of one client
acquiring{−1, 3} and another client acquiring{1,−2,−3} is at
mostε2. This is true because two mismatches are needed on server
1 and3. We define adual pair to be a pair in the form of{i,−i},
and the number of dual pairs between two quorums is called their
dual overlap. The previous two quorums thus have a dual overlap
of two (from the dual pairs of{−1, 1} and{3,−3}). In SQS, it is
required that any two quorums either intersect over some positive
element, or their dual overlap is at least2α, whereα is a positive
constant. As a result, if quorumsQ andQ′ do not intersect on any
positive element, then the probability that they can be both acquired
is as small asε2α.

To intuitively understand the validity of our key assumption, no-
tice that when mismatches are strongly correlated for servers ran-
domly distributed in the Internet, they tend to indicate the existence
of a “hard” partition†. However, recent network measurements and
evaluation [1, 14, 19] have shown that “hard” partitions where a
significant fraction of Internet nodes are unable to communicate
with the rest of the network, are rare in today’s Internet.

Validating this key assumption of independent mismatches was
one focus of our previous work [17] on the witness model, an im-
plicit (non-optimal) SQS construction. Our results based on the
RON traces [1] from MIT and the TACT [19] trace from Duke show
that the average correlation among mismatches is below 5%. Fig-
ure 1 plots some sample results.

∗Section 2.2 will show that in fact, PQS also needs to make similar
assumptions in asynchronous systems.
†A client with a lost network connection can also observe corre-
lated mismatches, but we have shown [17] that a simple filtering
step can be quite effective to prevent those clients from acquiring
any quorum.

Continuing from our earlier efforts, this paper proposes and for-
malizes the concept of SQS, and then extensively studies the avail-
ability, probe complexity, and load of SQS. Specifically, we make
the following contributions:

• We propose and formalize the concept of SQS, which gen-
eralizes traditional quorum systems. SQS provides proba-
bilistic intersection guarantees and the probability of non-
intersection is exponentially small with2α.

• We study the availability of SQS and prove that ourOPT a
construction has the optimal availability, where the system is
available as long as anyα servers are available. Such avail-
ability is not possible under traditional quorum systems or
PQS (with non-zero intersection guarantee).

• For the set of SQS with optimal availability, we derive lower
bound for probe complexity. Matching upper bound is
achieved by ourOPT d construction that has the same avail-
ability asOPT a. Especially, the expected probe complexity
of OPT d is smaller than2α/(1 − p) = O(1) under arbi-
traryn values. Such probe complexity is again, not possible
under traditional quorum systems or PQS (with non-zero in-
tersection guarantee).

• We design a powerfulcompositiontechnique that allows us
to compose certain traditional quorum systemQ over k
servers withOPT a over n servers (k ≤ n). We prove
that the composition result is an SQS withOPT a’s avail-
ability, andQ’s probe complexity and load. This shows that
SQS breaks the fundamental tradeoff between availability
and load/probe complexity (Inequality 1 and 2). Now opti-
mal availability can be achieved all the time, as long as probe
complexity isΩ(α).

• We show that a similar load and probe complexity tradeoff
(Inequality 3) exists for SQS. For any probe complexity value
x, Ω(α) < x < O(

√
n), we show that composition allows

us to construct an SQS with load ofO(1/x)‡ and optimal
availability.

The next section discusses related work, and we introduce the for-
mal definitions of SQS, availability, load, and probe complexity in
Section 3. Section 4 formalizes the notion of mismatches and rigor-
ously argues why our SQS definition is able to bound the probabil-
ity of non-intersection. We construct SQS with optimal availability,
optimal probe complexity and optimal load in Section 5, 6, and 7.
Finally, Section 8 draws our conclusions. All omitted proofs in this
paper are available in [18].

2. RELATED WORK
This work is a continuation from our earlier work [17] on the

witness model, which is an implicit non-optimal SQS construction.
There we focus on validating the assumption on independent mis-
matches and the application of the witness model to distributed
consensus. The general concept of SQS, their availability, probe
complexity and load properties are not studied in [17].

2.1 Strict Quorum Systems
Most traditional quorum systems arestrict in the sense that they

always guarantee quorum intersection. Within such context, there
have been extensive research efforts [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 12, 15]

‡Load itself has a lower bound ofΩ(1/
√
n).



on quorum systems, and we only focus on those closely related to
this paper.

Most previous work [2, 12] on the availability of quorum systems
uses the same availability definition as ours, namely, the probability
that at least one live quorum exists given that servers fail indepen-
dently. The probe complexity of quorum systems is first studied
in [13], where only worse-case probe complexity for determinis-
tic probe algorithms is considered. Later, Hassin et.al [6] study
the average probe complexity for deterministic algorithms and the
worse-case probe complexity for randomized algorithms. Another
measure for probe complexity isthe cost of failure[3], defined as
the normalized number of extra probes needed due to failures.

Load balancing in quorum systems is first studied in [7], where
the metric considered is the load ratio between the busiest and least-
loaded server. Naor et.al [11] define and study load as the proba-
bility of accessing the busiest server. Naor et.al further prove a
tradeoff between availability and load (Inequality 1). The other
two tradeoffs (Inequality 2 and 3) also directly follow from their
proof.

Quorum systems have also been used to mask Byzantine fail-
ures [8]. To mask such failures, it is required that any two quorums
intersect on sufficient number of servers so that the client will not
be misled by malicious servers. In comparison, SQS only tolerates
fail-stop failures and dual overlap is for the number of dual pairs,
instead of direct intersection.

2.2 Probabilistic Quorum Systems
SQS follows PQS’s spirit of providing probabilistic guarantees

on quorum intersection. In PQS, such guarantee is achieved by en-
forcing an access strategy on quorums. For example, in one PQS
construction [9], quorums are all the sets of sizel

√
n and each

quorum is accessed with equal probability. This guarantees an in-
tersection probability of at least1− e−l

2
.

Compared to PQS, it may appear that SQS makes an additional
strong assumption of independent mismatches. In asynchronous
systems, however, we argue that implementing PQS needs to make
similar assumptions as well. The fundamental reason is that with an
asynchronous scheduler, we do not have full control over the access
strategy and the intersection guarantee of PQS can be disrupted by
the scheduler.

Following consider a concrete example with two servers (1 and
2), and two clients (x andy). Construct a PQSQ = {{1}, {2},
{1, 2}} and an access strategy that simply chooses each quorum
in Q with probability of1/3. A simple calculation can show that
intersection happens with probability of7/9. A straightforward
implementation of the previous PQS would be simply to have every
client try to acquire each quorum with probability of1/3. However,
suppose that the asynchronous scheduler delays all messages from
x to server2. Sincex cannot wait forever, it is forced to use the
quorum of{1} all the time. Similarly, the scheduler can forcey
to (ultimately) always choose and use the quorum of{2}. At this
point, the actual access strategy is already different from what we
intend, and the intersection probability is actually zero. A closer
look reveals that the problem is exactly caused by mismatches on
both 1 and 2. Thus to implement PQS, some assumption needs
to be made on mismatches to limit the power of the asynchronous
scheduler.

In SQS, such assumption on mismatches is explicitly made and
validated. Given that the access strategy can be disturbed by the
scheduler, it is no longer a convenient way to define SQS. Instead,
we directly impose a requirement on dual overlap. Ultimately, there
is still a distribution (access strategy) on the quorums that are used
in a given SQS. However, such distribution is determined by the

scheduler and failures in the system. The dual overlap requirement
ensures probabilistic intersection under any of the possible result-
ing distributions.

It is interesting to see that after clearly stating our assumption
of independent mismatches and defining SQS based on dual over-
lap, we are able to achieve an availability and probe complexity not
possible under PQS. In summary, it seems to us that implement-
ing PQS in asynchronous systems needs an implicit assumption on
mismatches, but since the assumption is implicit, PQS has not fully
exploited its power.

3. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

3.1 Unsigned and Signed Quorum Systems
We consider auniverseU = {1, 2, . . . , n} of servers. Anun-

signed set systemover the universeU is a set of subsets ofU . For
simplicity, we will drop the phrase “over the universeU ” in the
following discussion.

DEFINITION 3.1. An (unsigned) quorum system(UQS)Q =
{Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm} is an unsigned set system whereQi ∩Qj 6= ∅
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ m). Qi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is called aquorum.

For any elementi ∈ U , its dual is −i, and the dual of−i is i.
For any setS ⊆ U , define itsdual (denoted asDual(S)) to be
{Dual(i)|i ∈ S}. For any setS ⊆ (U ∪ Dual(U)), define its
positive part(denoted asS+) to beS ∩ U , and itsnegative part
(denoted asS−) to beS ∩Dual(U).

DEFINITION 3.2. A signed set systemover the universeU is a
set of subsets ofU ∪ Dual(U), where for any setS in the signed
set system,S ∩Dual(S) = ∅.

DEFINITION 3.3. For a given positive integerα, a signed quo-
rum system(SQS)Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm} is a signed set system
where for anyQi andQj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, at least one of the follow-
ing two conditions is satisfied:

Intersection Q+
i ∩Q+

j 6= ∅

Dual Overlap |Qi ∩Dual(Qj)| ≥ 2α

By definition, any UQS is also an SQS. Whenn < 2α, it is im-
possible to satisfy dual overlap. Thus we assumen ≥ 2α for the
remainder of the paper. Directly follows from the definition, it can
be proven that any quorum in SQS must have at least one positive
element.

3.2 Availability
Next, we define three measures of quality for quorum systems:

availability, load, andprobe complexity. Throughout this paper,
we assume that each server fails independently with probability of
p, p < 0.5. Availability (informally) is the probability that the
system has at least one live quorum. Following we formalize such
definition using set operations.

DEFINITION 3.4. A configurationof the system is a setC, such
thatC ⊆ (U ∪Dual(U)), |C| = n andC ∩Dual(C) = ∅.

Each configuration captures a unique state of all the servers. The
elementi belongs to the configuration if serveri is available, and
−i belongs to the configuration otherwise. Defining a configuration
to be a set instead of a binary vector allows the use of set operations
for all our reasoning.

Let C denote the set of all2n configurations. For convenience,
defineCi = {C|C ∈ C and|C+| = i}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.



DEFINITION 3.5. For any quorumQi in an SQSQ =
{Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm}, its acceptance set(denoted asAs(Qi)) is
{C|C ∈ C andQi ⊆ C}. Theacceptance setof Q (denoted as
As(Q)) is ∪1≤i≤mAs(Qi). A signed set system is called anac-
ceptance setif it is the acceptance set of some SQS.

Clearly, ifQi ⊆ C, it means that the quorumQi can be acquired
underC. Each configurationC has a certain probability of oc-

curring: Prob[C] = p|C
−|(1 − p)|C

+|. Availability is then the
probability of all configurations under which some quorum can be
acquired.

DEFINITION 3.6. For any SQSQ, its availability (denoted as
Avail(Q)) is defined as

P
C∈As(Q) Prob[C].

3.3 Probe Complexity
Informally, probe complexity is the number of probes a client

needs to make in order to acquire a quorum, or to realize that no
live quorum exists. Notice that to acquire a quorum in SQS, the
client also needs to probe (and fail to obtain a reply) from those
servers corresponding to the negative elements in the quorum.

To formalize, we first define the probe strategy used by the client
to determine which server to probe next:

DEFINITION 3.7. Probe Strategy[13]: A probe strategy is a
binary tree. Each non-leaf node of the tree is labeled with a server,
and two outgoing edges are marked by the two possible outcomes of
the probe, namely, success or failure. Each leaf of tree denotes an
outcome of the probe algorithm, which can either be that a quorum
has been acquired or that no live quorums exist.

A probe strategy isnon-adaptiveif for any node in the probe tree,
all its children are labeled with the same server. In other words,
a non-adaptive probe strategy does not adjust the probe sequence
based on the results of earlier probes.

Let Q be an SQS and letΨ be the set of all probe strategies
for Q. For any configurationC ∈ C and any probe strategyψ ∈
Ψ, definepath(ψ,C) to beψ’s branch corresponding toC, and
definedepth(ψ,C) to be the length ofpath(ψ,C). Theexpected
probe complexity for deterministic probe algorithms(denoted as
PCe(Q)) [6] is then:

PCe(Q, ψ) =
X
C∈C

depth(ψ,C) · Prob[C]

PCe(Q) = minψ∈Ψ{PCe(Q, ψ)}

Theworst-case probe complexity for deterministic probe algorithms
(denoted asPCw(Q)) [13] is defined as:

PCw(Q, ψ) = maxC∈C{depth(ψ,C)}
PCw(Q) = minψ∈Ψ{PCw(Q, ψ)}

Randomized probe strategies are necessary to achieve any non-
trivial load. A randomized probe algorithm has a distributionµ
over Ψ. Let PC∗e (Q) denote theexpected probe complexity for
randomized probe algorithms:

PC∗e (Q, µ) =
X
C∈C

Eµ[depth(ψ,C), ψ ∈ Ψ] · Prob[C]

PC∗e (Q) = minµ{PC∗e (Q, µ)}

It can be easily shown thatPCe(Q) = PC∗e (Q) for anyQ, and
thus we will focus onPC∗e (Q) only. Theworse-case probe com-
plexity for randomized probe algorithms(denoted asPC∗w(Q)) [6]

is:

PC∗w(Q, µ) = maxC∈C{Eµ[depth(ψ,C), ψ ∈ Ψ] }
PC∗w(Q) = minµ{PC∗w(Q, µ)}

It has been shown [6] that in certain cases,PC∗w(Q) < PCw(Q).

3.4 Load
In most previous work [9, 11], load is defined based on theac-

cess strategyof a quorum system. The access strategy is a distri-
bution over all quorums describing the probability that each indi-
vidual quorum is used. Load is then defined as the probability of
accessing the busiest server (as determined by the access strategy).

However, to acquire a quorumQ, we may potentially probe and
induce load on more servers than those inQ, which makes the pre-
vious definition inaccurate. Thus this paper uses a more practical
definition directly based on probe strategy. Such definition is part
of our contribution.

For any nodea in the probe strategy treeψ, define itsload to be:X
C ∈ C andpath(ψ,C) containsa

Prob[C]

Serveri’s load is the sum of the load of those tree nodes labeled
i. With a deterministic probe algorithm, the root of the probe tree
always has a load of1.0. Thus, we only define load for randomized
probe algorithms. LetQ be an SQS,Ψ be the set of all probe
strategies forQ, andµ be a distribution overΨ, we defineQ’s load
(denoted asLoad(Q)) to be:

minµ{max1≤i≤n{Eµ[serveri’s load underψ, ψ ∈ Ψ]}}

With our new definition, the load of a quorum system is at least
as high as the load under previous definitions [9, 11]. All lower
bounds in the paper are applicable to the traditional optimistic def-
inition, while all upper bounds hold under our new pessimistic def-
inition. This makes our results as strong as possible.

Also notice that according to our definition,Load(Q) and
PC∗

e (Q) may or may not be achieved under the same probe al-
gorithm. But for all our probe complexity and load upper bounds,
we actually use the same probe algorithm, which again makes our
results strong.

4. RATIONALE OF SQS DEFINITION
This section proves that our simple SQS definition is sufficient

to control the probability of non-intersection. We first formalize
our notion of mismatch and the independent mismatch assumption.
We say that a clientreachesa server if and only if it obtains a reply
from the server. A server probed by two clients can be in one of the
following four states: i)(−,−): Neither client reaches the server;
ii) (+,−): The first client reaches the server, but not the second
client; iii) (−,+): The first client does not reach the server, but the
second client does; iv)(+,+): Both clients reach the server. The
states of(−,+) and(+,−) are calledmismatches.

We assume that mismatch on one server is independent of other
servers’ states. Further, we assume thatProb[mismatch|
state is not(−,−)] ≤ ε for any server. This intuitively means that
given that one client reaches a server, the probability that the other
client cannot reach the server is at mostε. Notice that just assum-
ing Prob[mismatch] ≤ ε is not sufficient. Otherwise we can let
Prob[(−,+)] = Prob[(+,−)] = ε/2, Prob[(+,+)] = 0, and
Prob[(−,−)] = 1− ε, then intersection can never happen.

We now use an example to show that it is not trivial that SQS
definition controls non-intersection probability. Dual overlap be-
tween two non-intersecting quorumsQ1 andQ2 does bound the



probability that they are both acquired. However, there can be
many other quorums that do not intersect withQ1 either, and the
probability of obtainingone of those quorums may not be low.
Suppose(n − 1) = (m − 1) × 2α and we consider the SQS
Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm}, where:

Q1 = {1, 2, . . . , (n− 1)}
Q2 = {−1,−2, . . . ,−2α, n}
Q3 = {−(2α+ 1),−(2α+ 2), . . . ,−4α, n}

. . .

Qm = {−(n− 2α),−(n− 2α+ 1), . . . ,−(n− 1), n}
Now assume that the first client acquiresQ1 and the second client
reaches the last server. The second client may or may not reach
the firstn− 1 servers, and there is a mismatch whenever it cannot
reach a server. The independent mismatch assumption controls the
probability that mismatches may occur for agivenset of2α servers.
However, whenn grows we have many such sets, and with high
probability, the second client can actually find a quorum that does
not intersect withQ1.

Fortunately, we will show that by restricting the probe strategy
and by imposing some natural requirement on the clients, the prob-
ability of non-intersection in an SQS is truly exponentially small
with 2α. This allows us to use the simple definition of SQS and not
to be concerned with the details of such probability. All the lower
bounds in this paper are derived without the restriction on probe
strategy and client behavior, while all upper bounds satisfy such
restrictions.

We first explain the requirement on client behavior. When a
client acquires a quorumQ in an SQS using a given probe strat-
egy, define itsprobed serversto be the setS wherei belongs toS
if the client reaches serveri, and−i belongs toS if the client does
not reach serveri. Clearly,S is a superset ofQ. S may contain ele-
ments not inQ because the client may probe servers not belonging
to the quorum ultimately acquired (i.e., wasted probes). In a tradi-
tional quorum system, a client only needs to coordinate with (e.g.,
read from) the servers inQ+. In SQS, we instead require that the
client coordinate with all servers inS+. Namely, the client should
coordinate with any server that it reaches during the probing pro-
cess. Since the servers inS+ are already reached by the client, such
a requirement does not result in material difference from a prac-
tical perspective. In particular, it does not affect the availability,
probe complexity or load of the SQS. Most protocols using quorum
systems already implicitly meet this requirement. One (contrived)
counter-example is when we use SQS to implement a shared regis-
ter, the reader can violate this requirement by explicitly discarding
the responses from servers not belonging to the acquired quorum.

With the above requirement on client, we define intersection as
following:

DEFINITION 4.1. Consider two clients who each acquireQ1

and Q2 in an SQS, respectively. LetS1 and S2 be the probed
servers of the two clients, respectively. We say that the two clients
intersectif and only ifS+

1 ∩ S+
2 6= ∅.

We now prove that with the above intersection definition and a de-
terministic, non-adaptive probe strategy, SQS controls the proba-
bility of non-intersection.

THEOREM 4.2. Consider two clients using the same determin-
istic, non-adaptive probe strategy, and let “non-intersection” de-
note the event that both clients acquire some quorum, but they do
not intersect. ThenProb[non-intersection] ≤ ε2α.

Proof: Let Q1 be the random variable denoting the quorum ac-
quired by the first client andS1 be the probed servers. Similarly

defineQ2 andS2. Let D be the random variable denoting the
set of servers that are in the(−,−) state. It suffices to prove that
Prob[(S+

1 ∩ S+
2 = ∅) | D] ≤ ε2α under anyD.

Since we are considering a deterministic, non-adaptive probe
strategy, the clients always probe the servers in the same order. Let
such order beT and next delete all servers inD from T . We argue
that if S+

1 ∩ S+
2 = ∅ (which impliesQ+

1 ∩ Q+
2 = ∅), then both

clients must have probed the first2α servers inT . The reason is
that whenQ+

1 ∩ Q+
2 = ∅, Q1 andQ2 must satisfy dual overlap.

It is impossible forD to contain any server inQ1 ∩ Dual(Q2),
since the servers inD are all in state(−,−). Thus every server in
Q1 ∩Dual(Q2) must be inT , and each client probes at least2α
servers inT . Finally, sinceT is the only probe sequence allowed,
both client must have probed at least thefirst 2α servers inT .

Now consider these first2α servers inT . ForS+
1 andS+

2 not to
intersect, there must be a mismatch on each of these2α servers. So
we haveProb[(S+

1 ∩ S+
2 = ∅) | D] ≤ Prob[mismatches on first

2α servers inT | D] ≤ ε2α. 2

To understand the previous theorem, consider the example at the
beginning of this section. With a deterministic and non-adaptive
probe strategy, the two clients will probe the servers in exactly the
same order. Further because of our extended definition of intersec-
tion, a client cannot intentionally skip any server causing intersec-
tion. This means that even though the second client will still likely
acquire someQi (2 ≤ i ≤ m) that does not intersect withQ1, the
probed servers of the second client will intersect withQ1 with high
probability.

The extended definition of intersection seems necessary for The-
orem 4.2 to hold. The requirement of “deterministic and non-
adaptive probe strategy” is a sufficient but not necessary condition.
We conjecture that any probe strategy that is independent of mis-
matches suffices. However, we are already able to construct all our
upper bounds using deterministic and non-adaptive probe strate-
gies (except for the SQS in Section 7.2, where we will present a
customized proof for its randomized and adaptive probe strategy).
Thus we leave the exact requirements on probe strategy to future
work.

5. SQS WITH OPTIMAL AVAILABILITY
Starting from this section, we search for the “best” SQS in terms

of availability, probe complexity, and load. We derive lower bounds
for all three metrics, and achieve matching upper bounds (within
constants). Our results will clearly determine the benefits we can
obtain in exchange for a small probability of non-intersection.

5.1 Sufficient and Necessary Conditions for
Optimal Availability

SQS relaxes from UQS by allowing dual overlap to replace in-
tersection. This improves availability because quorums may now
contain only a small number of positive elements and rely on the
negative elements to satisfy the dual overlap condition. In order to
find the SQS with the highest availability, we first restrict ourselves
to acceptance sets. It is easy to show that acceptance sets them-
selves are SQS also. Furthermore, an SQS’s acceptance set has the
same availability as the SQS. This means that there must exist an
acceptance set that can achieve optimal availability.

THEOREM 5.1. If Q is an SQS, then: i)As(Q) is an SQS; ii)
As(As(Q)) = As(Q); iii) Avail(Q) = Avail(As(Q)).

Proof: It is obvious thatAs(Q) is an SQS. Since all elements of
As(Q) have size ofn and are actually configurations, it is also ob-
vious thatAs(Q) ⊆ As(As(Q)). Now consider anyS ∈
As(As(Q)). There must existS′ ∈ As(Q) andS′′ ∈ Q, such
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Figure 2: OPT a. All quorums have size ofn and at leastα
positive elements.

thatS′′ ⊆ S′ ⊆ S. SinceS′′ belongs toQ andS is a configura-
tion, we know thatS ∈ As(Q) andAs(As(Q)) ⊆ As(Q). This
meansAs(As(Q)) = As(Q). Finally, directly from the definition
of availability, we haveAvail(Q) = Avail(As(Q)). 2

An acceptance set has the nice property that its quorums are ac-
tually configurations. As a result, the availability of an acceptance
setQ is simply

P
Q∈Q Prob[Q].

Since the size of any quorum in an acceptance set isn, as long
as all quorums have at leastα positive elements, dual overlap or
intersection must be satisfied. Thus, we construct the following
SQSOPT a = ∪ni=αCi. OPT a contains all configurations that
have at leastα available servers (Figure 2).

It is easy to see thatOPT a is at least “locally optimal”. Namely,
we cannot add another configuration intoOPT a while still keep-
ing it an SQS. We now intend to prove thatOPT a is also “globally
optimal”. The challenge is to show that availability cannot be im-
proved by replacing some existing quorums inOPT a with some
new ones. We prove this by carefully grouping the new quorums
to correspond to the sets ofCα, . . . ,C2α−1. Using a bipartite graph
and based on the definition of SQS, we show that the size of each
group cannot be larger than the number of deleted old quorums
from the correspondingCi. Finally, it is easy to show that with
p < 0.5, any new quorum contributes less to availability than any
old quorum in the correspondingCi. Following we formalize our
arguments:

THEOREM 5.2. OPT a is an SQS.

LEMMA 5.3. For any acceptance setQ, if Ci∩Q 6= ∅ for some
0 ≤ i ≤ α− 1, thenAvail(Q) < Avail(OPT a).

Proof: Let Ti = Ci ∩ Q, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. SinceTi andTj must
be disjoint for differenti andj, we know that the availability ofQ
is
Pn
i=0

P
C∈Ti

Prob[C]. Similarly, the availability ofOPT a isPn
i=α

P
C∈Ci

Prob[C].
Next, we show that|Ti| + |T2α−i−1| ≤ |C2α−i−1| for 0 ≤ i ≤

α − 1. We construct the following bipartite graph, which contains
all configurations inTi (left side of the graph) andC2α−i−1 (right
side of the graph) as nodes. An edge is added between two vertices
C ∈ Ti andC′ ∈ C2α−i−1 in the bipartite graph if and only if
C+ ∩ C′+ = ∅. Because|C+| = i and|C′+| = 2α − i − 1, C
andC′ can never satisfy the dual overlap condition. Thus adding
an edge betweenC andC′ means that they cannot both appear in
Q. Each vertex in the left part of the bipartite graph has a degree of
exactly

�
n−i

2α−i−1

�
. On the other hand, the degree of the vertices in

the right part of the graph is at most
�
n−2α+i+1

i

�
. We want to show

that
�

n−i
2α−i−1

�
>
�
n−2α+i+1

i

�
: 

n− i

x

!
>

 
n− x

i

!
(wherex = 2α− i− 1 > i)

⇔ (n− i)!i! > x!(n− x)!

⇔ (n− i)(n− i− 1) . . . (n− x+ 1)

> x(x− 1) . . . (i+ 1)

Both sides in the last inequality havex − i terms. Sincen − i >
x (given thatn ≥ 2α), the last inequality holds, as well as all
inequalities above.

With |Ti| vertices at the left side of the graph, the graph has
altogether|Ti| ×

�
n−i

2α−i−1

�
edges. Since each vertex at the right

side of the graph has at most a degree of
�
n−2α+i+1

i

�
, and also

because
�

n−i
2α−i−1

�
>
�
n−2α+i+1

i

�
, there must be at least|Ti| (or

|Ti|+ 1 whenTi is not empty) vertices with non-zero degree at the
right side of the graph. None of these configurations can appear in
Q. As a result, we know that|T2α−i−1| ≤ |C2α−i−1| − |Ti|. The
“≤” sign becomes “<” if Ti is nonempty.

For any configurationC ∈ Ci andC′ ∈ C2α−i−1 (0 ≤ i ≤
α−1), it must be true thatProb[C] ≤ Prob[C′] (becausep ≤ 0.5
and also2α− i− 1 > i). As a result, we have

P
C∈Ti

Prob[C] +P
C∈T2α−i−1

Prob[C] ≤
P
C∈C2α−i−1

Prob[C], where “≤” be-
comes “<” if Ti is nonempty. Now we have:

Avail(Q) =
nX
i=0

(
X
C∈Ti

Prob[C])

=

α−1X
i=0

(
X
C∈Ti

Prob[C] +
X

C∈T2α−i−1

Prob[C])

+
nX

i=2α

X
C∈Ti

Prob[C]

<

2α−1X
i=α

X
C∈Ci

Prob[C] +
nX

i=2α

X
C∈Ci

Prob[C]

=

nX
i=α

X
C∈Ci

Prob[C] = Avail(OPT a)

2

THEOREM 5.4. For any SQSQ,Avail(OPT a) ≥ Avail(Q).

Proof: From Theorem 5.1, we know thatAs(Q) has the same
availability asQ. If Ci ∩ As(Q) 6= ∅ for samei, 0 ≤ i ≤ α − 1,
Lemma 5.3 tells us thatAs(Q) has lower availability thanOPT a.
On the other hand, ifCi ∩ As(Q) = ∅ for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ α − 1,
thenAs(Q) can have availability no higher thanOPT a. 2

COROLLARY 5.5. For any SQSQ, if OPT a ⊆ As(Q), then
Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a).

From Lemma 5.3, we can prove a stronger result, which says that
we always getOPT a if we “expand” any SQS with optimal avail-
ability:

COROLLARY 5.6. For any SQSQ,Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a)
if and only ifAs(Q) = OPT a.

5.2 Non-existence of “Global Minimum”
Even thoughOPT a achieves optimal availability, it has some

undesirable properties. For example, all its quorums are of size
n, which meansn probes are needed to acquire any quorum. Are
there any SQS with better properties but still preserving optimal
availability? Such definition of “better” is usually defined asdomi-
nation [4]:

DEFINITION 5.7. Two SQSQ andQ′, Q dominatesQ′ (de-
noted asQ ≺ Q′) if for ∀Q′ ∈ Q′, ∃Q ∈ Q, such thatQ ⊆ Q′.

If Q dominatesQ′, it usually means thatQ has both better probe
complexity and load.
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Figure 3: Any quorum in Q, where Avail(Q) =
Avail(OPT a), must be one of the forms above.

For UQS, it can be easily shown that the majority quorum system
dominates any UQS that has optimal availability, which means that
the majority system is the “globally minimum”. If we can find such
a “global minimum” for SQS, then that “minimum” will likely give
us the best probe complexity and load. Interestingly however, we
will show that such a “global minimum” does not exist for SQS.

To prove this result, we first study the common properties of SQS
with optimal availability (illustrated in Figure 3):

THEOREM 5.8. Supposen ≥ 3α − 1. For any SQSQ where
Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a), it must be true that:

1. ∀Q ∈ Q, |Q+| ≥ α.

2. Cα ⊆ Q.

3. ∀Q ∈ Q, if α ≤ |Q+| ≤ 2α− 1, then|Q| ≥ n+α− |Q+|.

4. ∀Q ∈ Q, |Q| ≥ 2α.

To make our result on “global minimum” strong, we define a
weaker form of domination to eliminate the effects of permutation.

DEFINITION 5.9. Consider a permutationX = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
of (1, 2, . . . , n). For any setS ⊆ U ∪ Dual(U), S’s permuta-
tion according toX (denoted asPermX(S)) is {i|xi ∈ S} ∪
{−i|(−xi) ∈ S}. An SQSQ’s permutationaccording toX (de-
noted asPermX(Q)) is {PermX(Q)|Q ∈ Q}. Two SQSQ and
Q′, Q dominatesQ′ after permutation (denoted asQ ≺∃ Q′) if
∃X, such thatQ ≺ PermX(Q′).

The crux of proving the non-existence of “global minimum” is
the following two SQS constructions, where no SQS can dominate
both of them.

OPT b = {{1, 2, . . . , 2α}} ∪ OPT a
HOLE = {S|S ⊆ (U ∪Dual(U)) and|S| = n− 1

and|S+| = α+ 1}
OPT c = HOLE ∪ OPT a

It is possible to prove [18] that bothOPT b andOPT c are SQS
with optimal availability. Now notice thatOPT b contains the
quorum of{1, 2, . . . , 2α}, while OPT c contains the quorum of
{−2,−3, . . . ,−(n−α−1), (n−α), . . . , n}. Whenn ≥ 3α+1,
these two quorums do not satisfy either intersection or dual overlap.
From this observation, we can prove that no SQS can dominate
bothOPT b andOPT c. This is true even after permutation since
OPT c remains unchanged after any permutation.

THEOREM 5.10. Supposen ≥ 3α + 1. There does not exist
an SQSQ, such that for∀Q′ whereAvail(Q′) = Avail(OPT a),
Q ≺∃ Q′.

6. SQS WITH OPTIMAL PROBE
COMPLEXITY

When we only optimize for probe complexity, the trivial SQS
{{1}} gives the best probe complexity of1, which is not interest-
ing. From a practical perspective, we usually want an SQS with
good availability and good probe complexity. It is reasonable to ar-
gue that “good” availability at least meansAvail(Q) → 1.0 when
n → ∞.§ It is easy to show that simply to satisfy such a weak
requirement would entail at least2α probes:

THEOREM 6.1. For any SQSQ and any probe strategyψ forQ,
if depth(ψ,C) ≤ 2α − 1 for any configurationC, then
limn→∞Avail(Q) 6→ 1.0.

Proof: We consider two cases:

1. The path corresponding toC ultimately acquires a quorum
Q. Sincedepth(ψ,C) ≤ 2α− 1, it must be true that|Q| ≤
2α − 1. Q thus can never satisfy the dual overlap condition
with another quorum, which means thatQ intersects with
every quorum inQ. If all servers inQ fail, then no quorum
can be acquired. The probability that all servers inQ fail is
p|Q| ≥ p2α−1. Thuslimn→∞Avail(Q) ≤ 1 − p2α−1 6→
1.0.

2. The path corresponding toC ultimately claims that no quo-
rum can be acquired underC. Suppose the path contains suc-
cessful probes from the setS1 of servers, and failed probes
from the setS2 of servers. We know that|S1| + |S2| ≤
2α− 1. Obviously, with probability of at least(1− p)|S1| ·
p|S2| ≥ (p − p2)2α−1, no quorum fromQ can be acquired.
As a result,limn→∞Avail(Q) ≤ 1− (p−p2)2α−1 6→ 1.0.

2

On the other hand, interestingly, we will show that even if we insist
on optimal availability, there exists an SQS whose probe complex-
ity is smaller than2α/(1 − p).

We first prove lower bounds on probe complexity for SQS with
optimal availability. For any such SQS, we can show [18] from
Theorem 5.8 that the client needs to make at least:

• 2α successful probes, or

• n+ α− i successful probes, or

• n+ 1− α failed probes,

wherei is the total number of probes performed. Letg(n) denote
the expected number of probes until any of the above three con-
ditions are met. Notice thatg(n) is not dependent on the probe
algorithm, and thus is actually a lower bound onPC∗e . See [18] for
an analytical solution forg(n). The functiong(n) monotonically
increases withn andlimn→∞ g(n) = 2α/(1 − p).

For PCw, it is easy to show that the lower bound isn. This is
true because from Theorem 5.8,Cα ⊆ Q and in the worst case,n
probes are already necessary to determine whether some quorum in
Cα is alive. Finally, as in [6], we use Yao’s theorem [16] to prove a
lower bound onPC∗w. The theorem says that the expected time of a
randomized algorithmA1 with any input distributionD1 is always
bounded from below by the expected time of the best deterministic
algorithmA2 on inputs coming from any distributionD2. Thus all
we need to do is to construct a difficult distributionD2 such that
anyA2 will perform poorly on average. Following we first cite a
lemma from [6] and then prove our lower bound.
§Such property is formally calledCondorcetin [12].
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LEMMA 6.2. [6]Consider an urn containingn elements of which
w are white andb are black, and suppose elements are taken out
one by one without replacement. Then the expected number of tri-
als until obtaining theith white element isi(n+1)

w+1
.

LEMMA 6.3. Supposen ≥ 3α − 1. For any SQSQ where
Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a),PC∗w(Q) ≥ (n−α+1)(n+1)

n−α+2
= Ω(n).

Proof: Consider the distribution of all configurations inCα−1,
where each element is chosen with a probability of1/|Cα−1|.
Lemma 5.3 tells us that no quorum inQ can be accepted under
any configuration inCα−1. By Theorem 5.8, we know that the
probe algorithm needs to observe at leastn+ 1− α failed probes,
since otherwise the client may miss some quorum inCα. After
each probe, the remaining servers are totally symmetric in the sense
that their probability of being available is equal. Thus it does not
matter which server is probed first. The problem now is exactly
as in Lemma 6.2 and the expected number of probes needed is
(n−α+1)(n+1)

n−α+2
. 2

We summarize the three lower bounds in the following theorem:

THEOREM 6.4. Supposen ≥ 3α − 1. For any SQSQ, where
Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a), we have:

PCw(Q) = n

PC∗e (Q) = PCe(Q) ≥ g(n)

PC∗w(Q) ≥ Ω(n)

We now try to construct an optimal-availability SQS that can
reach the lower bound onPC∗e . (The lower bounds onPCw and
PC∗w are trivially met.) The only way we can match this lower
bound is to stop immediately after satisfying any of the earlier three
conditions: i)2α successful probes, ii)n+α− i successful probes,
and iii) n+ 1− α failed probes. Just to meet these requirements,
some of the quorums are already determined. It is then important to
ensure that these quorums can actually constitute an SQS, and fur-
ther, an SQS with optimal availability. We construct the following
(Figure 4):

LADi = {S|S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , i,−1,−2, . . . ,−i} and

S ∩Dual(S) = ∅ and|S| = i}
LADAi = {S|S ∈ LADi and|S+| ≥ 2α}

for 2α ≤ i ≤ n− α

LADBi = {S|S ∈ LADi and|S+| ≥ n+ α− i}
for n− α+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n

OPT d = (∪n−αi=2αLADAi) ∪ (∪ni=n−α+1LADBi)

It is possible to show [18] thatOPT d is an SQS with optimal
availability. Our probe strategy forOPT d simply probes the

servers one by one according to increasing indexes. It is easy to see
that the achieved expected probe complexity is exactlyg(n):

THEOREM 6.5. If n ≥ 3α− 1, then:

Avail(OPT d) = Avail(OPT a)
PC∗e (OPT d) ≤ g(n) < 2α/(1 − p)

7. SQS WITH OPTIMAL LOAD

7.1 Lower Bounds
Different from previous load definitions, our more practical defi-

nition captures the load induced by wasted probes. Such definition
introduces extra challenge because we can no longer compute load
based on distributions on the quorums. To address such challenge,
since one major goal/benefit of SQS is high availability, we focus
on SQS whose availability is larger than0.5. We first obtain lower
bound given that some quorum is acquired. The overall load is then
lower bounded within a0.5 factor. We use the following notations:

LoadA(Q) = Load(Q) given that a quorum is acquired

LoadF (Q) = Load(Q) given that no quorum can be

acquired

Load(Q) = LoadA(Q)× Avail(Q) +

LoadF (Q)× (1− Avail(Q))

Similarly, we definePCA∗e(Q) andPCF ∗e (Q) for probe com-
plexity.

LEMMA 7.1. WhenAvail(Q) ≥ 0.5, we haveLoad(Q) ≥
0.5LoadA(Q) andPC∗e (Q) ≥ 0.5PCA∗e(Q).

LEMMA 7.2. For any SQSQ, suppose the smallest quorum size
in Q is x, thenPCA∗e(Q) ≥ x.

Our lower bound on load is exactly the same as for UQS [11],
with a similar proof. This means that if we are only concerned with
load, then SQS does not provide any benefits:

THEOREM 7.3. For any SQSQ, suppose the smallest quorum
size inQ is x, thenLoadA(Q) ≥ max(x/n, 1/x).

Proof: SupposeQ = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm}, and without loss of gen-
erality, suppose|Q1| = x. Letwi be the probability thatQi is ac-
quired, given the fact thatQ is available. Thus we have

Pm
i=1 wi =

1 (since some quorum is acquired). From the definition of load, we
haven · LoadA(Q) ≥

Pm
i=1 wi|Qi| ≥ |Q1| = x, which means

LoadA(Q) ≥ x/n. Now consider the sum of the load on the
servers inQ1. We have:

|Q1| · LoadA(Q) ≥
X

load on all servers inQ1

≥
X

Qi∩Q1 6=∅

wi +
X

Qi∩Q1=∅

2αwi ≥ 1

2

COROLLARY 7.4. For any SQSQ whereAvail(Q) ≥ 0.5, we
haveLoad(Q) ≥ 0.5/

√
n andLoad(Q) ≥ 0.25/PC∗e (Q).

This shows that SQS has similar tradeoff between load and probe
complexity as UQS.
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7.2 Composition of UQS andOPT a
To approach the lower bound on load, wecomposecertain UQS

with OPT a to obtain new SQS. The nice property of composition
is that the resulting SQS has the availability ofOPT a, and the load
and probe complexity of the UQS.

DEFINITION 7.5. Consider any UQSUQ over the universe of
{1, 2, . . . , k} (k ≤ n), where the size of any quorum inUQ is at
least2α. Define thecompositionof UQ andOPT a (denoted as
UQ +OPT a) to be the signed set systemQ where:

LADCi = {S|S ∈ LADi and|S+| = k} for k ≤ i ≤ n

Q = UQ ∪ (∪ni=kLADCi) ∪OPT a

Figure 5 illustrates the composition technique. From now on, when
we use the notationUQ+ OPT a, we imply thatUQ satisfies the
conditions in the above definition.

THEOREM 7.6. For anyUQ, UQ+OPT a is an SQS.

In order to preserve the load and probe complexity ofUQ in
UQ+OPT a, our probe algorithm first probes the quorums inUQ,
and then moves on to other quorums inUQ+OPT a. If the avail-
ability of UQ is reasonably high (with respect to the value ofk),
the possibility of probing other quorums is low. Thus the resulting
probe complexity and load will be dominated by the probe com-
plexity and load ofUQ. On the other hand, as long as we try all
quorums inUQ+OPT a, the availability ofOPT a is preserved.

THEOREM 7.7. For anyUQ andQ = UQ +OPT a:

Load(Q) ≤ Load(UQ) + (1− Avail(UQ))

PC∗e (Q) ≤ PC∗e (UQ) + k/(1− p) · (1− Avail(UQ))

Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a)

Proof: By definition, there exists a probe algorithmA for UQ that
can achieve load ofLoad(UQ) and probe complexity ofPC∗e (UQ).
We construct a probe algorithm forQ as following:

1. UseA on the servers{1, 2, . . . , k}. If a quorum inUQ is
acquired, return.

2. Probe the servers one by one from1 to n. If a quorum in
(∪ni=kLADCk) is acquired, return.

3. At this point, all servers have been probed. If some quorum
inOPT a has been acquired, return. Otherwise claim that no
quorum can be acquired.

If the client returns in the first step, then the load on any server must
be no larger thanLoad(UQ). If the client continues to the second

step (which happens with probability of1−Avail(UQ)), then the
load on any node can be at most1. Thus we haveLoad(Q) ≤
Load(UQ) + (1 − Avail(UQ)). For probe complexity, if the
client returns in the first step, the expected probe complexity is
PC∗e (UQ). If the client continues to the second step, then it will
stop as soon as havingk successful probes (or having probed all
servers). A simple calculation can show that the expected number
of probes is upper bounded byk/(1 − p) for arbitraryn. Finally,
it is obvious thatOPT a ⊆ As(Q) and Corollary 5.5 tells us that
Avail(Q) = Avail(OPT a). 2

COROLLARY 7.8. For anyUQ, if 1−Avail(UQ) = O(1/k),
then:

Load(UQ+OPT a) = O(Load(UQ))

PC∗e (UQ+OPT a) = O(PC∗e (UQ))

Avail(UQ+OPT a) = Avail(OPT a)

Proof: Probe complexity and availability are trivial from Theo-
rem 7.7. For load, notice that the lower bound onLoad(UQ) is
Ω(1/

√
k), which already dominatesO(1/k). 2

Different from our previous SQS constructions,UQ + OPT a
uses a potentially randomized and adaptive probe strategy (because
of the probe strategy onUQ), and Theorem 4.2 does not apply.
Following we prove that the probability of non-intersection is still
properly bounded under such probe strategy:

THEOREM 7.9. For any UQ andQ = UQ + OPT a, con-
sider two clients using our previous probe strategy onQ, and let
“non-intersection” denote the event that both clients acquire some
quorum, but they do not intersect. ThenProb[non-intersection] ≤
2ε2α.

Proof: Let Q1 be the random variable denoting the quorum ac-
quired by the first client andS1 be the probed servers. Similarly de-
fine Q2 and S2. Let SQ = Q − UQ. We trivially have
Prob[non-intersection andQ1 ∈ UQ andQ2 ∈ UQ] = 0. Now
consider the case whereQ1 ∈ UQ andQ2 ∈ SQ. Because the sec-
ond client must have probed all of the firstk servers, it must have
probed all servers inQ1. In order for the two clients not to intersect,
there must be mismatches on all servers inQ1. Since|Q1| ≥ 2α,
we haveProb[non-intersection| (Q1 ∈ UQ andQ2 ∈ SQ)] ≤
ε2α. Similarly, we can prove thatProb[non-intersection|
(Q1 ∈ SQ andQ2 ∈ UQ)] ≤ ε2α.

For the case where bothQ1 andQ2 belong toSQ, notice that
SQ is an SQS itself. We construct a probe strategy forSQ using
the second and the third step of the probe strategy forQ. Clearly,
this new probe strategy is deterministic and non-adaptive. From
Theorem 4.2, we know that the probability (denoted asδ) that two
clients ofSQ acquire quorums inSQ but do not intersect is upper
bounded byε2α. Define theglobal stateto be the vector describ-
ing the exact state (i.e.,(+,+), (+,−), (−,+) or (−,−)) of all
servers when probed by two clients¶. Consider any global state
where i) two clients ofQ acquire quorumsQ1 andQ2, and ii)
Q1 ∈ SQ andQ2 ∈ SQ, and iii) the two clients do not inter-
sect. Then under the same global state, the two clients ofSQ will
also acquireQ1 andQ2, and they will not intersect either. So we
haveProb[non-intersection andQ1 ∈ SQ andQ2 ∈ SQ)] ≤ δ.
Finally, Figure 6 puts the above four cases together and proves that
Prob[non-intersection] ≤ 2ε2α. 2

¶We cannot use the notion of configuration here because configura-
tion only describes the server states as observed by a single client.
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Figure 6: Putting the four cases of non-intersection together.

7.3 Composition with the Paths UQS
Now we compose the Paths [10, 11] UQS withOPT a.

THEOREM 7.10. [10, 11]‖ LetPH(l) denote the Paths quorum
system withk = 2l2 + 2l + 1 servers. Then:

Load(PH(l)) = O(1/l)

PC∗e (PH(l)) = O(l)

1− Avail(PH(l)) = O(e−l)

It is trivial to show that the smallest quorum size inPH(l) is l.

COROLLARY 7.11. Let2α ≤ l ≤ (
√

2n− 1− 1)/2, then:

Load(PH(l) +OPT a) = O(1/l)

PC∗e (PH(l) +OPT a) = O(l)

Avail(PH(l) +OPT a) = Avail(OPT a)

Setting different values forl yields SQS constructions that reach
the optimal tradeoff between load and probe complexity while pre-
serving optimal availability.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the need for highly available and low probe com-

plexity quorum systems in the Internet, this paper proposessigned
quorum systems(SQS). SQS provides probabilistic intersection
guarantee and utilizes theindependent mismatchproperty in to-
day’s Internet. We show that our optimal SQS constructionOPT d
is available as long as anyα servers are available, and simultane-
ously has a probe complexity of at most2α/(1−p). These proper-
ties qualitatively improve upon traditional quorum systems, where
even the optimal construction requires(n+1)/2 available servers.
Our composition technique further shows that SQS can decouple
availability from load and probe complexity, and optimal availabil-
ity can now be achieved under most load and probe complexity
values.
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